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icrowave band pass filters can be
designed and developed in various configurations. Some of these filters are
manufactured, tested, and shipped with no inplant tuning. Other filters require alignment of
individual resonators prior to testing. This can
include adjustment of center frequencies using
mechanical or electronic techniques.
In some situations, filter couplings also entail
adjustments [1]. In this article, various band
pass filter design considerations will be discussed as an overview without delving into the
intricate details of specific design requirements.

M

Types of microwave band pass filters
Field tunable band pass filters inherently
entail adjustability. The need for these tunable
units has been substantially reduced by refinements in microwave systems architecture. Many
band pass filters are designed using approximate equations. Developmental procedures
(2,3), that experimentally determine filter couplings, can be quite effective in overcoming the
limitations of available design equations.
Coaxial band pass filter structures, such as
comb line and interdigital, and waveguide band
pass filters are often designed using resonator
tuning screws. Band pass filters using planar
(microstrip, stripline, and coplanar waveguide)
construction, in single or multiple layers, usually do not require alignment. Filters, printed as
planar circuits, sometimes require several
design iterations.

Basic considerations
In the era of government electronics,
microwave band pass filter production quantities usually were not large. Primary considera36 · APPLIED MICROWAVE & WIRELESS

tions were performance and reliability. Unit
costs were of secondary concern. In the current
era of commercial electronics, cost has become a
very important specification. Elimination of
microwave band pass filter tuning provides two
areas of cost reduction: filter hardware is simplified and alignment labor costs are eliminated.
Furthermore, significantly lower unit cost can
result in the demise of repairs. Some defective
microwave filters can be treated as throw-aways
replaceable by available spares.
In many situations, the need for band pass
filter tuning depends upon filter percent bandwidth [4, 5]. Filters with percent bandwidths in
excess of twenty percent, are rarely tuned. Some
filters with moderate bandwidths of five to
twenty percent can be realized without tuning.
Narrow band pass filters of less than five percent usually have needed factory adjustment of
individual resonators. With the advent of temperature stable ceramic filters for small percent
bandwidths, low cost filters have been achieved
without tuning screws.
Technical advances in many areas have
affected the art of microwave band pass filter
design. New materials and manufacturing
processes have facilitated performance enhancement and cost reduction. The advent of personal computers (5,6) has permitted judicious use of
optimization techniques and electromagnetic
simulation. This can substantially reduce the
number of iterations required during filter
design and development.
Future realization of some microwave band
pass filters will entail monolithic microwave
integrated circuits (MMICS) at the sub-system
and systems levels. During the past decade,
lumped circuit band pass filters have replaced

dent upon both the
filter and the source/
load interfaces. Mismatched source impedances and load
impedances can appreciably
degrade
band pass filter performance. Some current systems use pas▲ Table 1. Comparative features of microwave band pass filters without and with tuning screws.
sive interface buffers.
Future
integrated
systems will use acsome transmission line filters at microwave frequencies. tive buffers. Ultimate interface corrections can employ
Active microwave band pass filters can ultimately feedback control techniques with embedded microengender total integration. Silicon germanium semicon- processors.
ductor material can provide an order of magnitude
Computer-aided analysis software [5] can determine
improvement in frequency coverage for some future per- filter responses under specific conditions of source/load
sonal computers and other microwave products.
terminations. Other computer software can predict the
effects of perturbed filter responses, on communications
Impact of mechanical and materials tolerances
systems performance, for prescribed modulation techMechanical and materials tolerances can affect the niques.
performance of fixed tuned microwave band pass filters.
Sometimes, filter requirements permit use of guard Advantages and disadvantages
bands that can mitigate response shape aberrations that
The pros and cons of microwave band pass filter tunaccompany actual tolerance variations. Stringency of fil- ing are a complex area where considerations of cost, perter specifications is intricately related to allowable per- formance, and operations are interrelated. Some of
formance degradation. As operating frequencies these features have been summarized in Table 1. The
increase, resonator wavelengths become smaller. This applicability of these considerations can change as elecexacerbates the impact of mechanical tolerances when tronic technology advances and equipment cost considmanufacturing precision is approaching practical and erations become more dominant.
cost effective limits. The current availability of computer-aided design and analysis software [5] is crucial in Some application considerations
determining the sensitivities of band pass filter response
1. Wireless handsets entail very low unit cost and
shapes to mechanical and materials tolerances.
high production volume. They will probably never use
tunable microwave band pass filters.
Impact of resonator quality
2. Digital data links at T1 rates have non-critical
Microwave band pass filter performance is quite transmission specifications. Tunable microwave band
dependent on the unloaded Q's of the filter resonators pass filters will seldom, if ever, be required.
[4, 5]. Unloaded Q's are dependent upon resonator size
3. High speed digital data and video at satellite earth
and geometry, conductor surface finish, and materials stations can have stringent transmission and reflection
properties. Filter quality is a function of unloaded Q, specifications. High quality tunable microwave band
percent bandwidth, and nominal filter response shape. pass filters are often needed for current performance
Inadequate unloaded Q can result in unacceptable filter optimization.
pass band dissipation losses. In an extreme situation, a
4. Satellite repeaters in aerospace environment
band pass filter with sharp selectivity can deteriorate require equipment with no movable parts. Microwave
into a frequency sensitive attenuator. Filter quality also band pass filters must be provided without tuning
affects filter power handling capabilities. As average screws.
power increases, excessive filter dissipation losses can
cause overheating that could lead to equipment failure. Conclusions
As peak power increases, narrow gaps, sharp corners,
The elimination of tuning in microwave band pass filpoor surface finish, and materials properties can con- ters is a desirable objective. This design simplification is
tribute to voltage breakdown.
not always viable. For short-term new applications,
manufacturing volume, unit cost objectives, and the
Impact of filter interfaces
complete range of applicable electrical, mechanical, and
Actual band pass filter response shapes are depen- environmental specifications will determine the approBand Pass Filters Without Tuning Screws
Cost reduction
Miniaturization
Reliability
Unloaded Q not reduced by tuning screws
Power handling not reduced by tuning screws
Hermetic sealing not impacted (no bellows)
No tuning screw vibration
Can reduce or eliminate unit repairs
Compatible with system integration
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Band Pass Filters With Tuning Screws
Can correct for manufacturing tolerances
Can reduce model multiplicity
Can correct for source/load mismatches
Can help optimize system or sub-system
Can adjust for equalizations
Can be adaptive units
Can help with stringent specifications
Electromagnetic simulation not always available
Can provide comb line capacitive loadings

priate design tradeoffs. Many existing products, using
tunable microwave band pass filters, will be continued
to be manufactured. The non-recurring costs of redesign
will often prohibit some possible product improvements.
Enhanced communications systems architecture and
ongoing advances in systems/subsystems integrated circuits will reduce and possibly eliminate the need for
tuning microwave band pass filters in future equipment.
This could entail further improvements in computeraided design and analysis plus expanded use of embedded microprocessors.
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